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Abstract

Pooled testing increases efficiency by pooling individual samples and testing the combined sample, such

that many individuals can be cleared with one negative test. This short paper demonstrates that repeated

testing – as is needed in a pandemic – makes pooled testing particularly advantageous. First, repeated testing

mechanically lowers the infection probability at the time of the next test by removing positives from the

population. This effect alone means that increasing frequency by x times only increases expected tests by

around
√
x. However, this calculation omits a further benefit of frequent testing: removing infections from the

population lowers intra-group transmission, which lowers infection probability and generates further efficiency.

For this reason, increasing testing frequency can paradoxically reduce total testing cost. Second, we show that

pool size and efficiency increases with intra-pool risk correlation, which is expected given spread within natural

testing pools (e.g., in workplaces, classrooms, etc). We conclude that frequent pooled testing using natural

groupings is a cost-effective way to provide consistent testing of a population to suppress infection risk.
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1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has generated a health and economic crisis not seen in more than a century. Opening

businesses and schools is necessary to regain economic activity, but the potential public health costs are dramatic.

One policy to circumvent this stark trade-off is to open the economy, while implementing surveillance testing that

can quickly identify infected individuals – particularly those without symptoms – and prevent them from spreading

the disease. Unfortunately, testing at this scale appears infeasible given the cost and capacity constraints. This

paper makes a simple but essential point about these costs: when using pooling testing, frequent testing of

correlated samples makes testing dramatically more efficient (and therefore less costly) than understood both by

existing research and policy makers.

In pooled testing (Dorfman (1943)), multiple samples are combined, tested together using one test, and the

entire pool is cleared given a negative test result. Pooling is an old concept and a large literature has emerged on

optimal strategies (Dorfman (1943); Sobel and Groll (1959); Hwang (1975); Du et al. (2000); Saraniti (2006); Feng

et al. (2010); Li et al. (2014); Aprahamian et al. (2018, 2019); Lipnowski and Ravid (2020)) and, more recently,

others have discussed how it might be used to increase COVID test efficiency (Lakdawalla et al. (2020); Shental et

al. (2020)). However, all of these papers focus on one-time testing of a set of samples with independent infection

risk, which matches common use-cases such as screening donated blood for infectious disease (Cahoon-Young et

al. (1989); Behets et al. (1990); Quinn et al. (2000); Dodd et al. (2002); Gaydos (2005); Hourfar et al. (2007)).

These environmental assumptions are violated when dealing with a novel pandemic with rapid spread. In this

case, people need to be tested multiple times and testing pools are likely formed from populations with correlated

infection risk. How do these changes impact testing strategy?

We start with the well-known observation that pooled testing is more efficient when infection probability is

lower, because the likelihood of a negative pooled test is increased. This observation has been used to conclude

that pooled testing is not cost-effective for ”high-prevalence” populations, such as health care workers or for

people in areas experiencing an outbreak. While this statement is true for one-off testing, it does not hold when

the population is tested repeatedly. As an extreme example, if a person in a high-prevalence area was just tested

and determined to be negative, their probability of infection when tested an hour later is extremely low, simply

because there is not much time to be infected between the tests. In other words, infection probability at the time

of testing depends both on the flow rate of infection as well as the timing of testing.

We quantify the impact of testing frequency on infection probability and it’s consequent impact on pooled-

testing efficiency. For example, we show that given reasonable levels of independent risk, testing twice as often

cuts the infection probability at the time of testing by (about) half, which lowers the expected number of tests

at each testing round to about 70% of the original number. The savings are akin to a “quantity discount” of
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30% in the cost of testing. Therefore, rather than requiring two times the numbers of tests, doubling frequency

only increases costs by a factor of 1.4. More generally, we demonstrate that testing more frequently requires

fewer tests than might be naively expected: increasing frequency by x times only uses about
√
x as many tests,

implying a quantity discount of (1− 1/
√
x)%.

The benefits to frequency are even greater when there is intra-pool spread. In this case, testing more frequently

has an additional benefit: by quickly removing infected individuals, infection spread is contained, future infection

probabilities are lowered, and testing efficiency rises further. We show that in this case – somewhat paradoxically

– the quantity discount is so great that more frequent testing can actually reduce the total number of tests.1

Finally, we show that intra-pool infection correlation increases the benefits of pooled testing even in a static

testing environment. Intuitively, increased correlation in a pool with fixed individual risk lowers the likelihood

of a positive pooled test result, which increases efficiency. Consequently, we conclude that pools should be

formed from people who are likely to infect each other, such as those in a work or living space. This has a key

logistical advantage: it implies that simple collection strategies – such as collecting sequential samples by walking

down the hallway of a nursing home – can encode physical proximity and therefore capture correlations without

sophisticated modeling.

To present transparent results, we consider a very stylized environment with a number of simplifications.

While removing these constraints further complicates the problem and raises a number of important logistical

questions, we do not believe that their inclusion changes our main insights. To pick one important example,

we model a test with perfect sensitivity and specificity, but there is a natural concern that the sample dilution

inherent in pooled testing leads to a loss of test sensitivity. However, the sensitivity loss of pooled testing given

reasonable pool sizes has been shown to be negligible in other domains (Shipitsyna et al. (2007); McMahan et

al. (2012)) and more recently shown to be similarly low for SARS-CoV-2 in pool sizes of 32 and 48 (Hogan et al.

(2020); Yelin et al. (2020). Furthermore, even if there is a loss of sensitivity on a single test, this is counteracted by

the large increase in overall sensitivity coming from running a larger number of tests given increased frequency.2

Finally, if specificity is a concern, the past literature (Litvak et al. (1994); Aprahamian et al. (2019)) has clear

methods to to optimize in the case of imperfect tests. There are multiple other issues, from pooling costs to

regulatory barriers, but we believe the efficiency gains from frequent pooled testing are so high that addressing

these issues is likely worth the cost.

Although we see this paper as noting a general insight of the relationship between pooled testing and testing

1As we show, these results do not rely on complex optimization of pool size or sophisticated cross-pooling or multi-stage pooled
testing. Furthermore, the results are qualitatively similar when using a range of reasonable pool sizes.

2For example, if pooled testing leads the sensitivity to drop from 99% to 90% on a single test, sampling x times as frequently will
increase overall sensitivity to 1 − (0.10)x if errors are independent. Even with extremely correlation in the error – suppose the false
negative rate for a pool given a previous false negative for that pool is 50% – pooled testing 4-5 times as frequently will recover the
same false positive rate as individual testing.
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frequency, it is useful to discuss the particular historical context in which the paper was written. The first

paper draft of the paper was completed in June 2020, during the first wave of the COVID pandemic. At that

point, testing supply was low and prices were high because laboratories were building up testing capacity in

a relatively strict regulatory environment. By the time of the writing of this draft in February 2021, multiple

organizations – such as Mirimus, Ginkgo, and the Broad – are offering frequent pooled testing at much cheaper

prices than individual testing and multiple organizations with correlated risk – such as employers, cities, and

school districts – are employing these tests. For example, in February 2021, Massachusetts implemented a

policy of providing universal weekly pooled testing for all K-12 students and faculty and staff.3 Nationally,

the Rockerfeller Foundation has also called for use of frequent pooled testing as an essential aspect of school

reopening (Aspinall (2020)).4 The authors, based on the main insight of this paper, supported many of these

policy initiatives and recommendations.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews a main finding in the pooled testing literature that efficiency

rises as infection probability falls; Section 3 discusses the relationship between testing frequency and efficiency;

Section 4 demonstrates how correlated infection leads to larger pool sizes and greater efficiency; and Section 5

concludes.5

2 Pooled Testing: Benefits Rise as Infection Probability Falls

2.1 Background on Pooled Testing

To understand the basic benefits of pooled testing, consider a simple example: 100 people, each with an inde-

pendent likelihood of being positive of 1% and a test that (perfectly) determines if a sample is positive. The

conventional approach of testing each person individually requires 100 tests. Suppose instead that the individuals’

samples are combined into five equally-sized pools of 20 and then each of these combined samples are tested using

one test. If any one of the 20 individuals in a combined sample is positive, everyone in that pool is individually

tested, requiring 20 more tests (21 in total). The probability that this occurs is 1− (1− .01)20 ≈ 18%. However,

if no one in the pool is positive – which occurs with probability ≈ 82% – no more testing is required. Because

the majority of tests require no testing in the second case, the expected number of tests for this simple pooling

method is only around 23, a significant improvement over the 100 tests required in the non-pooled method.

3See e.g. https://covidedtesting.com which provides a detailed description of the approach to pooled testing in schools and
the experience in Massachusetts.

4This report notes that, even with vaccination, testing will continue to be a key policy lever. In wealthy countries, the potential
for low vaccination take-up and much slower vaccination approval for children suggests that schools and possibly many employers will
continue to need surveillance testing. Furthermore, many low income countries will not achieve large-scale vaccination for multiple
years.

5In a previous version of the paper, we note that all pooled testing strategies rely on knowledge of infection probabilities, which
are dynamic and difficult to estimate in a pandemic. We discuss how employing machine learning techniques on known data can
create more accurate estimates and increase testing efficiency.
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The approach is well studied with a large literature focused on improving the efficiency of pooled testing.

These include using optimal pool size (e.g. in this example the optimal pool size of 10 would lower the expected

number of tests to around 20), placing people into multiple pools (Phatarfod and Sudbury (1994)), and allowing

for multiple stages of pooled testing (Sterrett (1957); Sobel and Groll (1959); Litvak et al. (1994); Kim et al.

(2007); Aprahamian et al. (2018)). There are also methods to deal with complications, such as incorporating

continuous outcomes (Wang et al. (2018)). Any of these modifications can be incorporated in our pooled testing

strategy.

For clarity of exposition, we present results for simple two-stage ”Dorfman” testing – in which every person

in a positive pool is tested individually – to demonstrate that our conclusions are not driven by highly complex

poolings and to make our calculations transparent.6 As an example of this transparency, while the optimal pool

size and associated efficiency formulas under Dorfman testing are complicated, components of low-order Taylor-

Series approximations around infection probability p = 0 are very simple and accurate at the low probabilities

needed for pooled testing.7,8 Specifically, given a relatively-low infection probability p, the approximate optimal

pool size is

g∗ ≈ 1

2
+

1
√
p

(1)

and the resultant approximate expected number of tests given a population of n people is

E[tests∗] ≈ 2 ·√p · n. (2)

2.2 Infection Probability and Pooled Testing

For all of these different incarnations of pooled testing, the benefits of pooled testing rise as the infection prob-

ability falls in the population. Lower probabilities reduce the chance of a positive pooled test, thereby reducing

the likelihood the entire pool must be retested individually. This is clear in Equation 2 as expected tests 2 ·√p ·n

drop with infection probabilities. For example, if the probability drops from 1% to .1%, the optimal pool size

rises and the number of tests falls from around 20 to 6.3. There is still a large gain if the pool size is fixed:

expected tests drop from 23 to around 6.9 using a fixed pool size of 20. Similarly, if the probability rises from

1% to 10%, the expected number of tests using the optimal pool size rises to around 59 (or 93 given a fixed pool

size of 20).

The full relationship is shown in Figure 1, which plots the expected number of tests in a population of n people

6In general, we advocate for these more sophisticated strategies when feasible as they further increase efficiency.
7The formula for the optimal pool size (disregarding rounding) is g∗ = 2·W0(−1/2

√
−1/Ln(1−p))/Ln(1−p) where W0(x) maps x to the

principal solution for w in x = wew. The expected number of tests is (1−e2·W0(−1/2
√

−1/Ln(1−p))+Ln(1−p)/2·W0(−1/2
√

−1/Ln(1−p))) ·n
8For the magnitude of infection probabilities we discuss in the paper, such as .1%, 1%, or 2%, the approximation of optimal pool

size is within 0.3%, 0.1%, 0.01%, of the true optimal, respectively, and the approximation of the number of tests is within 3.1%,
2.3%, and 0.7% of the true number.
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Figure 1: Efficiency of pooled testing rises with infection probability

Notes: This figure plots the expected number of tests (y-axis) from pooled testing given a population of n people
as the population infection probability (x-axis) changes. The black flat line shows the number of tests from
individual testing (equivalent to a pool size of 1), which always requires n tests regardless of infection probability.
The results from using a pool size of 20 is orange, while the blue line represents the number of tests given the
optimal pool size for a given probability. Finally, the green text notes that benefit from pooled testing is the
distance between the black individual-testing line and those from pooled testing. For example, as noted in the
text, using a pool size of 20 for a probability of 1% leads to .23 · n tests rather than n tests, while the optimal
pool size (10) leads to .20 · n tests.

given different pool sizes and visually highlights the results based on (i) individual testing – which always leads to

n tests, (ii) using pools of 20, and (iii) using optimal pooling given two stages. For simplicity, we construct these

figures by assuming that n is large to remove rounding issues that arise from breaking n people into pools sizes

that are not divisible by n.9 There are large gains from pooled testing at many infection probabilities, though

they are appreciably larger at lower probabilities.

9We note that this figure replicates many similar figures already in the literature going back to Dorfman (1943).
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3 Increasing Test Frequency

3.1 Interaction Between Frequent Testing and Pooled Testing

Our main insight is the important complementarity between pooled testing and testing frequency. Intuitively, the

benefits of pooled testing rise as infection probability falls and frequent testing keeps this probability low at each

testing period. Continuing with our example, suppose that 100 people have a 1% independent chance of being

positive over the course a given time period. As discussed above, one could either sample everyone (requiring

100 tests), use pooled testing with a pool size of 20 (requiring ≈23 expected tests), or use pooled testing with an

optimal pool size (requiring ≈20 expected tests).

Suppose instead that people are tested ten times as frequently. Testing individually at this frequency requires

ten times the number of tests, for 1000 total tests. It is therefore natural think that pooled testing also requires

ten times the number of tests, for more than 200 total tests. However, this estimation ignores the fact that testing

ten times as frequently reduces the probability of infection at the point of each test (conditional on not being

positive at previous test) from 1% to only around .1%. This drop in probability reduces the number of expected

tests – given pools of 20 – to 6.9 at each of the ten testing points, such that the total number is only 69. That

is, testing people 10 times as frequently only requires slightly more than three times the number of tests. Or,

put in a different way, there is a quantity discount of around 65% by increasing frequency. The same conclusion

holds using optimal pool sizes: the one-time pool test would require 20 expected tests, while testing ten times as

frequently requires 6.3 tests at each testing point for a total of 63. The savings relative to the 1000 tests using

individual testing are dramatic, with only approximately 6% of the total tests required.

Figure 2 represents this effect more generally for different levels of test frequency given an infection probability

of 1% over the course of a month. Note that, at a frequency of a once a month, the numbers match those in

Figure 1, which was based on one test given a probability of 1%. Unlike in Figure 1, we do not include the

results for individual testing in this graph as testing individually everyday requires 20-30 times more tests than

pooled testing, which renders the graph unreadable. The dotted orange line represents the naive (and incorrect)

calculation for pooled testing by extrapolating the cost of testing multiple times by using the number of tests

required for one test. That is, as above, one might naively think that testing x times using a pool size of 20 in

a population of n would require x · .23 · n tests given that testing once requires .23 · n tests. Pooled testing is

in fact much cheaper due to the reduction in the probability of infection at the time of each time – the central

contribution of this section. We therefore denote the savings between the extrapolation line and the actual

requirements of pooled testing as the “frequency benefit.”

The exact level of savings of the frequency benefit changes in a complicated way depending on the infection

probability p given one test and the frequency x. However, using one component of the simple Taylor-Series
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Figure 2: Efficiency of pooled testing rises with frequency

Notes: This graph presents the effect of testing frequency (x-axis) on the expected number of tests (y-axis), given
infection probability for each individual in the population of 1% over a month. When the frequency is once a
month, the points correspond to those in Figure 1 given probability of 1%: n for individual testing, .23 · n when
using a pool size of 20 and .20 · n tests when using the optimal pool size. The dotted orange line represents the
(incorrect) extrapolation that if a pool size of 20 leads to .23 · n tests when frequency is once a month, it should
equal x · .23 · n if frequency is x times a month. In reality, the expected tests are much lower, due to a quantity
discount or “frequency benefit,” highlighted by the green text. Finally, the blue line highlights tests given the
optimally-chosen pool size.

approximation around p = 0 given the optimal pool size is again very accurate for reasonable infection rates10

and makes the relationship clear:

E[tests∗|x] ≈ 2 ·√p ·
√
x · n. (3)

Intuitively, testing at a frequency of x cuts the probability to around p/x, such that the expected tests at each

testing time is around 2 ·
√

p/x · n, such that testing x times requires 2 ·
√

p/x · x · n total tests, which simplifies

to Equation 3. Therefore, the expected cost of pooled testing x times as frequently is around
√
x when using

optimal-pool-sized two-stage pooled testing, and asymptotes to this exact amount as p falls to zero. In other

words, the quantity discount of increased frequency is close to (1− 1/
√
x)%. So, for example, pooled testing using

optimally-sized pools every week (about 4 times a month) costs around
√

4 ≈ 2 times the number of tests from

10For example, even given p = 5%, the approximation is within 1.3%, 0.6%, and 0.008% of the true number for x of 5, 10, and 100,
respectively.
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pooled testing every month, implying a quantity discount of 50%. Or, testing every day (around 30 times a

month) costs about
√

30 = 5.5 times the tests, implying a quantity discount of 82%.

3.2 Avoiding Exponential Spread Through Frequent Testing

The logic above ignores a major benefit of frequent testing: identifying infected people earlier and removing

them from the population.11 Beyond the obvious benefits, removing people from the testing population earlier

stops them from infecting others, which reduces infection probabilities, and therefore increases the benefit of

pooled testing. In the previous section, we shut down this channel by assuming that every person in the testing

population had an independent probability of becoming infected. If the testing population includes people that

interact, such as people who work or live in the same space, infections will instead be correlated.

Precisely modeling spread in a given population is challenging. The infection path is a complicated random

variable that depends on exactly how and when different members of each particular testing population interact.

Our goal is therefore not to make precise quantitative predictions but rather make a set of qualitative points

based on the exponential-like infection growth common across virtually all models.12 Consequently, we focus on

the results of the simplest simulation that captures correlated exponential growth.

Specifically, we suppose that the 100 people continue to face a 1% chance of being infected over the course of

a time period due to contact with someone outside of the test population. However, once a person is infected,

this person can spread the infection to other people from within. We then chose an intra-pool instantaneous

infection transmission rate such that if a person was infected at the start of the time period and was not removed

from the population, the infected person would have a total independent probability s% over the time period of

personally spreading the infection to each other person.13 Now, consider the spread over the entire time period.

With 37% probability, no one in the population is infected. However, with a 63% chance, a person is infected

from the outside of the pool, setting off exponential-like growth within the rest of the test population (which

ends only after testing and infected people are removed). Given this growth, for example, if s=1%, 5%, 10%,

approximately 2, 8, and 26 people will be infected at the end of the time period. However, by testing ten times

in the time period, infected people are removed more quickly and there is less time for a person to infect others,

such that only around 1, 2, or 4 people are infected by the end of the time period.

Not only are infections rates reduced, but the reduction in these rates reduces the relative cost of more

11Barak et al. (2020) notes a similar effect given a fixed budget of individual tests: it is more efficient to spread testing out over
time because infected people are discovered earlier and removed.

12We consistently use the term ”exponential-like” spread as we are considering smaller testing populations in which the infection
rate slows as infected people are removed or become immune, such that the spread is actually logistic. However, we focus on situations
in which the spread is caught early and therefore still close to exponential.

13For example, if s=5% and the time period is a month, then infected person i who has not been removed has a independent
1 − (1 − .05)(1/30) ≈ .17% daily chance of infecting non-infected person j, ≈ .17% daily chance of infecting non-infected person k,
etc.
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Figure 3: Increased frequency lowers infections with few additional tests given intra-pool spread

Notes: This graph presents the effect of testing frequency (x-axis) on the expected number of tests (y-axis 1)
and final portion of the population that are infected (y-axis 2) given a model with intra-pool spread over the
course of a month. As shown in red dot-dashed line of final infection proportions, increased frequency reduces
the exponential-like spread because infected people are removed from the population. The number of expected
tests required is shown for pool size 20 in orange and in blue for the optimal pool size. There is not much increase
(and even an early decrease) in the total number of tests required because frequency increases leads to increased
testing efficiency.

frequent pooled testing. For example, using a pool size of 20 and testing once over the time period leads to 23

tests in expectation given no spread. However, with spread given s=1%, 5%, 10%, this number rises to 30, 50,

and 58, respectively. On the other hand, the expected number of tests when testing ten times as frequently does

not grow at the same rate due to controlling the spread and increasing pooled testing efficiency. Specifically, the

number of tests needed rises from 69 (with no spread) to 71, 84, and 115, respectively. That is, for example, at

s=5%, the number of needed tests rises by 150% when testing once due to spread, but only rises by 22% when

testing ten times as frequently.

These effects are shown in Figure 3. We plot the expected number of tests (left y-axis) and final portion of the

population infected (right y-axis) for different testing frequencies assuming s=5%.14 The number of infections

rises in an exponential-like manner as frequency decreases and the infection is allowed to spread. The expected

number of tests given different frequencies uses the same colors to represent pool sizes of 20 (orange) and optimal

14There is one minor difference between this figure and the example in the text. In the figure, we use a population of 120 rather
than 100, as it allows for easier division into many pool sizes. This has a very slight impact as it slightly increases the time for the
exponential spread to be curbed by increasing population immunity.
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size (blue). Comparing Figures 2 and 3 is instructive. In Figure 2, we see a consistent increase in the tests

required as the frequency of testing is increased. In Figure 3, though, the tests required are relatively flat and

even decrease for early frequency increases. The difference is due to the fact that, with intra-pool infections,

testing more frequently has the additional benefit of lowering the infection probabilities by containing infections,

thereby increasing testing efficiency. For example, the quantity discount from a frequency of 2 is higher than 50%

in the case of optimal pool sizes, such that the total cost from doubling the frequency actually falls.

3.3 Optimal Testing Frequency

The main benefit of increased frequency is reducing the exponential rise in infections. As shown in Figure 3,

the marginal benefit from reduced infections due to increasing frequency is high at low frequencies and drops as

frequency rises, eventually to zero. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 3, the number of tests can actually fall as

frequency rises when starting at low frequencies. Therefore, for low frequencies, there is, in fact, no trade-off of

raising frequency: it both reduces infections and reduces tests.

As testing frequency rises, the number of expected tests will inevitably rise, leading to a trade-off between

marginal benefit and cost.15 Consequently, at very high frequencies, there is an increased cost without a large

benefit. The optimal frequency lies between these extremes, but depends on the value of reducing infections

versus the cost of tests, which is an issue beyond the scope of this paper. However, our strong suspicion given

our results and the economic costs of testing versus the economic (and human) costs of higher infections is that

the optimal frequency is higher than the seemingly-common policy of testing on the order of monthly or only

when an employee is symptomatic.16

4 Correlated Infection

In this Section, we discuss and isolate an additional factor implicitly included in the above example, which

includes correlation between people whose samples are pooled together. We use a simple example to separate

the insight that this correlation alone (i) is complementary with pooled testing in that it reduces the number of

expected tests and (ii) leads to larger optimal pool sizes.

To first understand the benefit of correlation given pooled testing, it is useful to broadly outline the forces

that determine the expected number of tests with simple two stage testing with a pool size of g and a large

testing population n. In the first stage, a test will be run for every n/g pool, while in the second stage, every

15As an extreme example, if testing is so frequent that the infection probability at each test is effectively zero, then increasing the
frequency by 1 will lead to an additional test for each pool without meaningfully reducing this probability at each testing period.
This can be seen in Figure 3 for pool size of 20 where, at a frequency of around bi-weekly, the number of expected tests rises close
to linearly with a slope of 1/20 = .05 · n.

16We also note a an important comparative static: it is more valuable to more frequently test a person who is more likely to catch
and spread the infection (such as a person who meets with many other people versus a person who works alone in the back room).
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n/g pool faces a probability q that at least one sample will be positive, such that all g people in the pool will

need to be individually tested. Combining and simplifying these factors leads to a simple formula of the expected

number of tests given a pool size: n · (1/g + q). As noted above, in the case of infections with independent

probability p, q = 1 − (1 − p)g. However, as infections become more positively correlated, q falls for every pool

size g > 1. For example, with two people in a pool whose infections have correlation r, q can be shown to be

1 − (1 − p)2 − r · p · (1 − p). That is, when r = 0, we recover the original formula 1 − (1 − p)2, while raising r

linearly drops the probability until it is p when r = 1. Intuitively, the pool has a positive result if either person

1 or person 2 is infected, which – holding p constant – is less likely when infections are correlated and therefore

more likely to occur simultaneously.

As an example of how q falls with more people and consequently reduces the number of tests, suppose that

p = 1%: when infections are uncorrelated, q is around 9.6%, 18.2%, 26.0%, and 33.1% given respective pool

sizes 10, 20, 30, and 40, while q respectively drops to around 3.1%, 3.9%, 4.4%, and 4.8% when every person is

pairwise-correlated with r = 0.5. Therefore, the respective expected number of tests given these pool sizes falls

from .196 ·n, .232 ·n, .294 ·n, and .356 ·n when uncorrelated to .131 ·n, .089 ·n, .077 ·n, and .073 ·n when r = 0.5.

First, note that the number of expected tests is universally lower at every pool size given correlation (and the

savings are very significant). Second, note that while the pool size with the lowest number of expected tests given

these potential pool sizes is 10 when there is no correlation, larger pool sizes are better given correlation. This

statement is more general: higher correlation raises the optimal pool size. The intuition is that the marginal

benefit of higher pool size (reducing the 1/g first-stage tests) is the same with or without correlation, but the

marginal cost (increasing the probability of second stage testing) is reduced with higher correlation, thus leading

to a higher optimum. As an example, while the optimal pool size given p = 1% is 10 given no correlation, the

optimal pool sizes given r of 0, 0.2, 0,4, 0.6, 0.8 are 11, 22, 44, 107, and 385, respectively. Finally, note that

when r = 1, the optimal pool size is unbounded, because adding an extra person to a pool adds benefit by

reducing first-stage tests, but has no cost because the probability of a positive in the pool remains constant at

p. Obviously, extremely large pool sizes are potentially technologically infeasible, but the intuition remains that

correlation within testing pools should raise pool size.

5 Conclusions

This paper shows that pooled testing is particularly efficient when frequently performed on pools with correlated

risk (e.g., in workplaces or schools). Our key insight is that repeated testing reduces the infection probability at

the time of each test and – since pooled testing is more efficient given lower probabilities – increases the efficiency

of pooled testing. Therefore, contrary to a commonly stated rule, pooled testing is appropriate and cost-effective
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even for high-risk populations, as long as the frequency of testing rises in relation to this risk.17 While a formal

cost-effectiveness analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, we estimate that bi-weekly pooled testing could be

offered for between $3-5 per person per day using the insights from this paper. In practice, frequent pooled

testing is increasingly being adopted at scale, such as the state of Massachusetts where all K-12 students are

offered weekly pooled testing. The cost of testing in those programs validates these estimates and demonstrates

feasibility of these strategies.

17This statement is not true for the initial round of testing: when testing starts in a risk-risk population, infection probabilities
are likely to be high. In this case, it is cost effective to perform a round of individual tests before switching to pooled testing.
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